BROOKFIELD — Elijah and Rachel Houser, from
Waukesha, enjoy the Bucks vs. Suns NBA Finals Game 2
at The Corners
of Brookfield, 20111 W. Bluemound Road.
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on Thursday.

Steve and Nicole Kelly react after watching the Milwaukee
Evers’
Bucks miss a free throw against the Phoenix Suns during a
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Nurses earning higher degrees,
but staffing hurdles remain
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art

WCTC, Carroll seek to broaden applicant pool
By Jake Ekdahl
jekdahl@conleynet.com
262-513-2657

WAUKESHA — According to a new report from the
Wisconsin Policy Forum,
the number of students
completing bachelor’s and
advanced degrees in health
science fields such as nursing has risen, but worker
shortages remain an issue.
The Forum analyzed data
from the 18 institutions that
form the Higher Education
Regional Alliance, including Carroll University and
Waukesha County Techni-
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cal College.
“These data show that the
total number of students
completing degrees and certificates in health science
fields at HERA institutions
was modestly higher in 2019
compared to 2011. The number of students completing
bachelor’s and advanced
degrees in health science
fields, however, was 45.6%
higher in 2019 than in 2011,”
the report finds.
“Meanwhile the number
of students completing
shorter certificate and associate degree programs in
health
science
fields

declined by 14%. This suggests some of the increase
in bachelor’s and advanced
degrees
represents
an
upward shift among students to higher-level programs that require longer
time commitments.”
Senior Researcher Joe
Peterangelo said he was
surprised to see such a
sharp
rise
in
more
advanced degrees compared
to certificates with shorter
timelines.
“I knew there was always
a big demand for CNAs [certified nursing assistants] in
the region, so seeing the
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WCTC nursing student McKayla Nelson wears a mask
and goggles in April 2020.

number completing those
programs has dropped off
was surprising to me,” he
said. “There’s been discussion of the nursing shortage for quite a while, and
it’s at all levels.”

See NURSES, PAGE 6A

WEATHER
Tomorrow:
Partly cloudy
High 76 / Low 57
See complete forecast on Page 6A
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enticeships, employunities for those with
and expanded assiserans seeking employrgeting of special edu- Dittrich
tudent mental health

rtisan process fought for by Republiip has continued putting our state on
g despite the crisis brought on by panes over the past 18 months.”
Rep. Barbara Dittrich, R-Oconomowoc

d Gov. Evers for acting in the best interople by using his partial veto authority
to address some of Republicans’
misplaced priorities and providing
certainty for our state...
“I also applaud Gov. Evers for
announcing the investment of $100
million new federal dollars in Wisconsin schools. The future of our
kids is paramount, and this investment will provide critically important resources in light of Republiion cuts. At the same time, we know
ore school funding is needed to avoid
offs in the next two years. Through
al vetoes, Gov. Evers has put the legislation to restore more of the school fundublicans cut from his original budget.”
ssembly Minority Leader Gordon Hintz,
D-Oshkosh

past several months, Republicans have
asonable, sustainable budget that we
earn broad support...
had the second lowest
partial vetoes in two
most votes in the legis2001, and was the first
bipartisan support in
re since 2007.
of all Wisconsin taxhappy that Gov. Evers
Kooyenga
e Democrats agreed
d budget and that tax relief is a value
ll share. Under this budget, middlee earners, homeowners and Main
nesses will benefit from further
e tax burden. This tax cut and this
whole will truly make our communie stronger long into the future.”
State Sen. Dale Kooyenga, R-Brookfield

Regaining control of tuition
was ‘‘something that we’ve all
wanted and rightfully deserved,’’
interim
System
President
Tommy Thompson said, the Wis-

‘‘We came out not as good as I
wanted to but much better than
what a lot of people thought we
would,’’ Thompson said on
Thursday.

Nurses

WCTC Associate Dean of
Nursing Colleen Nuckolls said
the college’s associate’s degree
program has actually increased
in applicants over the last few
years.
“I attribute this increase in
students to our excellent reputation in the community as an
affordable, high quality program, our high state board pass
rates, job market, and competitive nature of getting into nursing school at this time,” she
said.
WCTC also has a program in
nursing designed to assist
paramedics who wish to
become RNs as well as programs designed to help returning nursing students transition
back to school.
“Widening our demographics
has been a challenge for nursing as a predominantly female
career,” Nuckolls said. “We
have hosted men in health care
events to promote men in all
health care fields we offer. We
have also partnered with our
Adult Basic Ed and English as a
Second Language team to offer
students the opportunity to
visit our school of health classes to learn about our programs.” Transcribed credits for
high school students are also
available.
The report concludes that
despite the challenges associated with finding enough nurses
and other health care workers,
there remains “a great deal of
untapped potential (as) a large
share of high school graduates
do not enroll in any college.
HERA leaders say the challenge
is to get more students to enroll
in college and to create welcoming and supportive environments for them once they
arrive.”

From Page 1A
Carroll University Nursing
Department Chair Dr. Teri
Kaul said one factor that’s likely driving the trend is an industry
preference
for
more
advanced degrees, citing studies that show nurses with that
level of training spur better
patient outcomes.
With the ongoing need for
more nurses, one strategy
being developed is broadening
the pool of potential applicants.
“It seems like women still are
really accounting for the vast
majority, over 80% of students
completing health science programs,”
Peterangelo
said.
“Black and Latinx (students),
especially are underrepresented in the health care workforce
(and) education programs.
Right now, black students represent only less than 4% of the
bachelor’s
and
advanced
degrees in health science being
completed in the region. That’s
far lower than their representation in the population.”
The Medical College of Wisconsin is not a HERA member,
so no medical schools training
physicians were analyzed.
Kaul said Carroll is working
to address diversity in the nursing industry with its new associate degree in nursing program at the United Community
Center in Milwaukee, which is
beginning this fall. The program starts students on the
path to an associate’s degree
with opportunities for continuing to a bachelor’s degree later.
“We feel like we have a plan
in place,” Kaul said. “And these
are students who really want to
be nurses.”
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